
THE PRINCESS CONSORT HAS A LETHAL DESTINY 

 

Chapter 1044 It’s Her 

 

He saw it through! 

 

Zhao Xuanjing did not expect Xiao Yurong to have such good eyes. He had noticed it just after taking a 

few glances! 

 

Xie Qiao had really tried her best to restrain herself. 

 

In the past, when she was painting in the academy, the method was a little simpler. The painting was 

not too big and it was not as elaborate as this painting. Therefore, the technique could still be hidden. 

 

However, this painting was different. There were too many details and it could not be hidden. 

 

Xie Qiao wanted to be thick-skinned and deny it, but Li Shiyan had already opened his mouth. “This girl 

is so humble. Her paintings have been famous for a long time, but she usually hides it and never shows 

her strength.” 

 

“Teacher is saying...” Xiao Yurong was shocked and immediately sat up straight. “Could it be that Eldest 

Senior Sister is Master Yun Wei?” 

 

“Maybe... Yes?” Xie Qiao buried her head. 

 

“Are you really Master Yun Wei?!” Xiao Yurong suddenly lost his composure and changed the way he 

addressed her. After his surprise, he did not forget to look at Xie Qiao a few more times. 



 

“It’s impossible. I heard that Master Yun Wei is already in his 60s!” 

 

Xie Qiao rolled her eyes at him. 

 

That was because the paintings of a master in his 60s were more valuable. Li Shiyan hoped that his 

eldest disciple would become famous, but he did not care much about money. 

 

After all, as the number one scholar in the world, he... really did not lack money. 

 

Naturally, he could not understand his eldest disciple’s stingy behavior. 

 

In his opinion, he had no children and only had these few disciples. After he passed away, all the 

property under his name would belong to his eldest disciple, and she would have a mountain of gold and 

silver in her hands. What was the small fortune from selling paintings even? 

 

“It’s just a title, Junior Brother Xiao. Don’t be so stubborn...” 

 

‘Stop talking. I can continue to bluff in the future if less people knew about it.’ 

 

However, Xiao Yurong was going crazy. 

 

He could not hear Xie Qiao’s words at all. He began to look at the painting carefully and compared it to 

the Master Yun Wei in his impression. 

 

Zhao Xuanjing had a complicated look in his eyes. However, he was still the Crown Prince, so he was still 

able to control himself at this moment. 



 

On the other hand, Jiang Jinlu and Sang You were in the same situation as Xiao Yurong. 

 

They did not really believe it. 

 

The three of them gathered together and studied the painting. Seeing them like that, Xie Qiao felt that 

she was in trouble. She found an opportunity to talk to her teacher. She took Xie Pinghuai with her and 

walked around the garden. 

 

Zhao Xuanjing’s identity was too unique. There were too many people here, so it was difficult for him to 

follow them. 

 

“This technique is indeed similar...” 

 

“It’s not just similar, right? It’s exactly the same...” 

 

“That’s not right... I remember... that Master Yun Wei... not only is his painting famous, he is also an 

excellent sculptor. I once spent a high price to buy a cloud hairpin... I heard that Master Yun Wei 

personally drew and sculpted that thing...” Sang You suddenly came back to his senses. 

 

Zhao Xuanjing chuckled. They were not that stupid and reacted rather quickly. 

 

Master Yun Wei... 

 

“That’s right! I almost forgot! Two years ago at a jewelry store, as long as they said that the pattern of 

the jewelry was designed by Master Yun Wei, the price would definitely be doubled!” 

 

“Teacher also has a jade screen in his collection. The pattern is extremely complicated...” 



 

The disciples looked at Li Shiyan. 

 

as 

 

Li Shiyan looked proud. “That’s right. It was painted by your senior sister. Unfortunately, she is not in 

good health. Usually, she only carves small objects. She can’t bear to sit to carve such a big screen.” 

 

At that moment, Xiao Yurong felt that he had realized something.. 

 

It was as if he did not realize it. His mind was empty and he felt that he had overlooked something. 


